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Only two things are infinite,
the universe and human stu-
pidity, and I'm not sure about
the former.
Albert Einstein
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ECOS students en route to Netherlands
Lauren Kulchawik
' Associate Editor
This morning,- - four Wooster
students flew to The Hague,
'Netherlands to 'influence the
United Nations ' global warming
delegations.' Kat Hartman '03,
Josh Lynch '02,' Dave Niersbach
'03 and Emily Schadler '03, all
members 5 ' of ' Greenhouse
Program, will participate in the
U.S. Student Climate Summit
with 200 other American students.
" Beginning Nov. 13, the United
' Nations Framework Convention
' on Ohnate 'Change (UNFCCQ
convenes for the sixth session of
'
negotiations of 'an international
' global wanning treaty, the Kyoto
.
; Protocol.1 'Negotiations at The
' Hague wilf tetermine the fate of
the Kyoto Protocol. s '
3
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In order for the treaty to be rat-
ified, a number of key environ-
mental issues need to be resolved.
The students' role in the process is
to put pressure on delegates to
enforce international control of
dangerous emissions. "The U.S.
Student Climate Summit, which
is affiliated with Greenpeace, will
go together as a group ... lobby-
ing, attending press conferences
and media-relate- d events.
Basically, we're there to put pres-
sure on our delegates so that they
know that students are paying
attention to these issues ... we're
Acre to be watchdogs," Schadler said.
' Schadler and Hartman gained
experience with "Free the Planet,"
a' student environmental leader-
ship group, in Washington, D.C
over the summer. Niersbach dis--
' -- covered the Netherlands opportu
Thefts, crime on rise
Laura Nesler
News Editor
Evident from the six recent
thefts of 'personal laptop comput-
ers, crime is on the rise at
Wooster. "We've had an unfortu-
nate number of laptops taken
from the library. Five were taken
from the library in the past three
weeks, and one was taken from
the PEC," Director of Security
Joe Kirk said.
In two of the incidents, the lap-
tops were taken from locked car-
rels. In three other incidents the
victims claim they walked away
for what they call a short period of
time, according to Kirk.
Alison McDonald '01 will grad-
uate this semester. Her Macintosh
PowerBook was stolen Nov. 3,
ten days before her independent
study was due.
"It's been hell ... my backup
disc was in the computer at the
time. It was just violating,"
McDonald said.
Security alerted Wooster police,
and three officers were in the
library within minutes of the theft.
nity online. After his application
was approved, he encouraged
other students to get involved.
Lynch was studying abroad in
Australia when he read about the
trip on an ECOS listserv.
"We're all environmentally-geare- d
people," Schadler said
about the Wooster group. They
are excited to have four represen-
tatives from the same campus
when many other colleges have
one or two participants. "We have
200 people who were willing to
give up Thanksgiving break, sac-
rifice classes and make a 10-d- ay
commitment to the cause.
Hopefully this will be a historical
event ... it's incredible to be a part
of sometfiing like that," Schadler said.
' The students had to fundraise
heavily in 'order to pay for the
$1000 per person cost of the trip.
They conducted a building search
and were unable to locate the
stolen items on the premises." As
of press time, only one laptop has
been returned to its owner.
We were able to recover one ...
we're still investigating that situa-
tion. Someone tried to sell it to a
vendor downtown. Because of
the information the victim was
able to give the vendor, we were
able to get it back." Kirk said.
The thefts in the library are
believed to be related, but the lap-
top stolen from the PEC appears
to be an isolated incident. Kirk
has not ruled out the possibility of
a non-stude- nt perpetrator.
The recent thefts have not been
the only incidents of crime on
campus. "We've had our fair
share (of crime) this semester."
Kirk said. According to
Security's records, a number of
incidents involving alcohol, van-
dalism by intoxicated individuals,
two sex offenses with people
See Increased thefts on page 2
The College, with the decision of
President Stan Hales, has aided in
part, while the bulk of the cost is
funded by local businesses and
grandparents," according to
Niersbach. Ozone Action, which
is run in D.C. registers each stu-
dent as an official observer to the
UN Conference, granting them
access to public negotiation ses-
sions and briefings. Ozone Action
will board the 200 American stu-
dents in the same youth hostel in
The Hague and will provide a
Thanksgiving dinner with the U.S.
delegates.
Schadler noted that a recent
New York Times article has drawn
attention to global warming, with
a predicted global temperature
rise of four to 11 degrees. "This is
a huge rise ... the debate whether
See Trip to Netherlands page 3
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Hunger and Homelessness Week a huge success
Alex Pries
. Assistant News Editor
Wooster students, professors ;
and other campus community
members are coming together this
week in hopes of raising aware-
ness of hunger, homelessness and
other poverty issues. This week
marks the annual Hunger and
Homelessness Week, coordinated
by : the Wooster Volunteer
Network (WVN).
Aaron Luebbe '01 , chair of
WVN, stated that the College has
been active in Hunger and
Homelessness Week since the 80s.
The week's events concede with
a national awareness campaign
for hunger : and homelessness
issues. An International World
Summit on Poverty is also taking
place in New York this week.
, One of the Hunger, and
Homelessness events --taking .
occurring this week took place on
Monday night when WVN volun- - .
teers weighed wasted food during
Lowry dinner. "We really did it as
a way to demonstrate how much
food is wasted ... to encourage
students to take less food and to
get the College to purchase less
food," Luebbe said.
Luebbe stated that this "Wasted
Food Weigh-In- " yielded 296
pounds of wasted food from just
this one meal. Monday also
marked the beginning of fasting
events, during which students
and faculty-member- s abstained
from food to collect donations for
the United Way.
The donations collected are
being sent to the United Way
"with the intent that all money
collected will be sent to organiza-
tions dealing with hunger issues,"
Luebbe said.
Candace Lovejoy '01, coordi-
nator for fasting participants,
said, "Basically, you cannot
eat for a period of 24 hours ...
from midnight to midnight. :
Everyone gets stickers that
say, 'Ask me why I am not eating
today? and asks for donations
from people."
Lovejoy commented that this
year's event has been particularly
successful, with two administr-
atorsAssociate Dean of Students
Carolyn Buxton and Vice
President for Finance and
Business Bob Walton-offer- ing to
fast for three days.
In addition to the several facul-
ty fasten, Lovejoy estimated 20
students are involved. This num-
ber is comparable to the number
of students who fasted last year.
Other events which took place
this week included the "Love
Shack," in which students slept
outside on Sunday night to
raise money to aide the
homeless. Luebbe said
participants in this pro-
gram ask for donations in
exchange for their involvement
with the money going to Habitat
for Humanity.
On Friday night, the WVN is
sponsoring Happy Hour at the
Underground where students can
bring at least two canned food
items in exchange for free entry.
Both Luebbe and Lovejoy stat-
ed that this year has been a
great success thus far, with
donations of over $400 as
of Wednesday afternoon
and hopes of raising over
$1000 by the end of the week.
Increased thefts continued
Continued frontpage 1
who've been drinking, incidents
of harassment and several cases
of substance abuse have been
reported since the beginning of-Septemb- er.
"We've had approximately 23
incidents of substance abuse in
which the police were involved.
This means drugs; we. classity
alcohol entirelv seoaratelv. It's
marijuana primarily. However,
we did find a substance on a par
ticular student tnai we re waning
for the drug tests to come back. If
it is what we believe it is, it would
classify, as a felony," Kirk said.
Campus crime is recorded and
tabulated based on calendar
years. Between January and
December of 1999, Security doc-
umented 22 cases of substance
abuse. Since this August, 23 cases
involving illegal substances have
already occurred. - Kirk and
Wooster police have previously
dealt with drug-deali- ng individu-
als on campus and acknowledge
the existence of the drug com-
monly known as the date-rap- e
drug in Wayne County and in die .
city of Wooster. ' ' - '
Some of the facts in the I.S. feature "Johnson asks mummy, 'Who's
I your daddy?' on page 6 were erroneous. The writer apologizes for the
I mistakes.
As journalism is a human process, there is a constant potential for mistakes. Errors '
I can he made at any step of me way: w newsrgathermg. editing, or priming. 1 nc
! Voice star)' strives to avoid such mistakes, but mlten an error does occur, it is our poli- -
tcy to admit it and promptly correct its This space exists for tliat purpose. ,. " j.
To report errors or register a complaint, please call the Voice office at ext. 2598 on-- ,
I campus or (SJ0)-263-25- 9 off-camp- us, or email us at voice wooster.edu. li
Wooster students involved in
crime go through two separate
processes. --
v They get dealt with downtown
and judicially on campus," Kirk said.
' The security department is cur-
rently researching ways to reduce
the likelihood of crime and better
ways to identify the perpetrators.
"There are some measures that
I am working on with the institu-
tion to get more security mecha--.
nisms in place but I don't know
: what's going to play out because
of-- cost One thing we're looking
at doing is installing cameras in
certain places," Kirk said.
Crime is a phenomenon with
' which other Ohio schools are also
familiar. Kirk meets monthly with
the directors of security to discuss
similar problems. , . , U. I
" "The increase in crime is a
reflection of whafs happening in
our culture and in our community
We need to do something about it.
Wooster's in that same trend,1 we're
not isolated from it" Kirk said.
i "
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Photo by James Allardice
Monday night a deafperson spoke on poverty issues in the deaf
community in conjunction with Hunger and Homelessness week.
A substantial portion of the
contributions came on
Monday when Walton was
matching students' donations.
According to Luebbe,
someone made a donation of
$100, and Walton matched
that offer.
It's been really great to see
individuals get, involved and
show support for the community
... especially Bob and Carolyn,
who are taking such an active
role. They are clear role mod-
els for the community,"
Luebbe said.
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'Beyond the
Abe Abrams
Staff Writer
The College of ; Wooster's
admission recruitment video,
"Beyond the Surface, has recent-
ly won a gold medal for recruit-
ment in the 2000 Aurora Awards.
This marks the third award for
the 12-min- ute video. It was cre-
ated by Vem Oakley and Jon Huberth
of Tribe, Ltd, a Chatham, NJ.-base- d
film company, and the executive pro-
ducer was Director of College
Relations Jeff Hanna.
The video previously earned a
Silver Award in the 1999-200- 0
International Mercury Awards,
which honor advances in the field
of professional communications
in an international arena.
It also won a bronze in the 2000
Circle of Excellence Awards
Program, which identifies and
rewards excellence in the areas of
alumni relations and communications.
The Aurora' Awards is a nation-
al competition designed to recog-
nize excellence in the film and
Trip to Netherlands con't
Continued from page 1
global warming is factual has
died but Now we're at the point
where we see there is a problem,
and something needs to be done
she said.
Some potential problems stem-
ming from global warming are
disturbance of weather patterns,
increasing tornadoes,' hurricanes,
droughts and the melting of the
polar ice caps, which would
destroy coastlines. The ozone
layer is destroyed by continuous
release of carbon dioxide into the
atmosphere as a result of the
burning of fossil fuels.
The students will support the
Kyoto treaty's viable options to
get rid of loopholes in environ-
mental policies. '
The Clean Development
Mechanism, if finalized at the
conference, will facilitate devel-
oping countries with "clean"
power for technology. A monitor-
ing system will also be discussed
to insure that countries meet then-goal- s.
In order for the Kyoto
Protocol to pass, 55 countries at
the UNFCCC must ratify the
treaty. While the Clinton adminis--
Surface ' wins award
video industries.
It specifically targets programs
and commercials that would not
normally have the opportunity to
compete on a national level by
focusing on non-nation- al com-
mercials, regional or special
interest entertainment, and corpo-
rate sponsored film and video.
The film was chosen from
among programs produced for
Microsoft, the American Lung
Association, United Airlines and
the Xerox Corporation.
The Office of Admissions is
very proud of their video and the
awards that it has earned. Director
of Admissions Carol Wheatley,
said The main strength of this
video is that it incorporates many
dimensions of The College, of
Wooster but does not overwhelm
the viewer with disconnected
information. It is easy for the
viewer to make connections and
to articulate three dominate
themes."
The main goal of the video is to
encourage further interest in
Dave Niersbach '03, Emily Schadler Photo by James Allardice
'03 and Josh Lynch '02 garner support for environmental issues
before their trip to the Netherlands.
tration signed Kyoto, two-thir- ds
of the Senate still must Vote to ratify it
Schadler explained Greenpeace's
stance that "we are' a' world leader
... we have the technology and the
economy ... to. say mat the U.S. is
going to fight to stop global warming.
No more copping out," she said.
The students look forward to a
candlelight vigil - around The
Wooster, and to supplement addi-
tional information. Wheatley said,
'Beyond the Surface' has been part of
the admission recruitment program for
the last 13 years.
The video is used to help mar-
ket Wooster to anyone, but it is
primarily sent to international stu-
dents and those who live far away.
The goal is to encourage students to
visit the school and to apply.
It also serves to increase alum-
ni enthusiasm and to promote
their involvement. According to
the Office of Admissions, the
video is doing its job nicely.
Wheatley said students who receive
the video are more likely to visit
Wooster and to apply for admission.
A survey of admitted students and
response cards sent out with the video
have shown a very positive response.
It has been clearly effective in broad-
ening Wooster's international student
recruitment pool, and the video is
projected to be a critical part of
the College's endeavor to achieve
the goal of a 12 percent minority
population by the year 2003.
Hague, which will be surrounded
by sandbags to represent the
threat of sinking coastlines. While
approximately 5000 other
European students will protest,
Schadler said, "protesting is an
option for us, but we're not there
to protest. We're there to encour-
age the changes outlined in the
treaty."
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J-Bo- ard Summaries
The following i& a brief explanation f The
College of Wot --ster Judicial System, and um-man- ea
of the casern adjudicated during Semesirr
II of the 199V-2110- 0 academic year.
The Judicial System 1W9-20O- 0
Any member of tle campus community may
bring charge assist a student member of lite
Community bv contacting trie Ciairpersn of tlic
Judical Board or through i member ol (he Dran
of Student's Suit.
A member of the Residence mil Staff U:
Dean's Staff, faculty, tKber staff, or students mnv
bring a can: of suspected violation ot the Coles
of Social Responsibility andof Ary.iemic
Integrity to the atiennoo of the Judicial Board
Chair. Anv individual who is aliYd to have
violated either of ihe Codvs is mrfiticd of the
charges being hmugtu against them. In accor-
dance with the Code, a hrarir must then be
held to' determine hisher inntx:ncc of jjuilt. An
individual ha- - the optu n to have hisher case
heard by the Judicial Board or bv a Dean
Hearing Board- - Stutlcnt opm.g m to contest
the charged) bnu.chi against them, tan have the
cai resolved and a function imposed by the
Hearing Officer. The Hearing Officer reserves
the ri phi to refuse a case and refer it back to the
Judjcud Board Chair for adjudication. Appeals
of Hearing Officer case are heard by uV Dean
of Students. Appeals of Judicial Board or
Dean's Hearing Hoard case are heard by the
President ot the College.
Membership of the Hearing Board
. The Judicial hVard is composed of sfudrnt,
faculty aod stuff. The votinfi sLudcitt member
of the Board foe the academic year
were Arduh Harrow, kan Dansak, Caul in Pine,
Jeffrey Van Vnlkenburu, land Judicial Chair,
with no vote, Rebecca Gardner.) Council So
: appoints si student a Hearing Counselor.
! Hearing Counselors, assist the accused und
accuser with understanding Ue judicial process
and serving a a support person for die accused
and accuser throughout the adjudication of
hisher ca.se. The siuJcnt Hearing Counselor
were Richard Anderson. Holiy Deeds. AJrienne
Ferruro and Aden Pz-ko- v.
Alternate numbers serving on the Htarinf!
Board or as Hearing Counselors arc Daren
fialke. Jessica, Marshall, Khadijah Murntaz and
Brock Wan Jess. The fuculiy members serving
on the Judicial Board and on Dean s Hearing
Board this year are Donna Jacobs, Jim Per ley,
Denise BostdortT and David Wilkin. Faculty
member on the Board trc appointed by the
Committee on Committee and staff member ?
are appointed by the Pndeni of the College.
- Administrative staff rncmhers ft the year
are Joe Kirk, 1-aTa- .shia Reedus. and DaviJ
Wagner. Board members for tfe Dean' Hearing
Board cases' are selected by Ihe Dean of
Students on a case by -- case basis and include
members of ihe Dean of Student' Staff alon
with faculty members who serve on tlic Judicial
Board, but rnciribersnip is not limited to these
individuals.
Judicial Summnries
Summary I
AUepcd Code Violations: Code of Acajicmtc
Integrity. Section L-B.- D, n:prrsentinr lre wtnk
of other a hisher own. violate the r it ft
lie Code ejircsscd in the Preamble; Code of
Social Responsibility. Section I, A-- B. pervmal
intryrny and seif-rc'pci- t, rojiccl fw (he rij.l.t"
and concerns of othcrb.
Hearinc Outcome: Dean's Hearing Biwrd
accepted accused pica of jjuiky on all
charges.
Sanctions: Accustd whs recjunrd to write
letters ot apology ejiprevsinjj rtgirt I'lf behav
ior artd undrfs-mrrtlin- y hw senmw, fre C'Mtsr- -
quenceft could have been.
SumnMry fl
Alleged Code Violajinifc: Code of Stxial
ftcApomihility, Sect it ms I. B-- C, fespeel fof tlie
nhtu and ctincrmn of othrrv rcsjicti Uk the
functioning and property tif die Co!l y.
Sectuvrra V III, A-C- .. fwms; Sction JX. A,
harawtnr iiiLicimmurmdaLionassatli
HtariTig uUtirne: rean't H arint
Coirnnittcc accented accueds plea oi juil' m
chae in Section I.B. Sccimo VIII. A C Mir
Bwrd n-jni- rd the accused' pica of not iti!i
on charges in Sc.non I.C( Sectionn IX. A.
Sanctums. Accused a plac td on Uvt m.k d
Di-- R iphnarv PrtikiMum lor die rcniatrxk r of
ScmcMcr U. 2ff 1
Summary III
Aliened ('tMlc Vwdalmm: Sctlw-- m I. A B.
pcTMinaJ inieyrity and wlf ncNpect, 're spec lr
tlic n'htt and omicerm ttt odtert, Sectum TX, A,
haraMnemctrtioninUinKjaiMoas vault
Hearing Outcome: Dran'a Hearing
CrHnrmttce accepted aecvaed'k pica of guihy on
all charpe
Sanctiorm: Accused wa platted on Rec twded
ricpltriary Pronation (or the retrwtrMler of te
atvused i tinie a ludrrrt af the Crlli-e- ;
rciuuxd U abscaui from any CAjntaci with the
accuer. rrqiurrd to partK tpaie in rrular oo-fo- mg
counseling sesion with a Collrye conn
trior through the rrmaiitdor of hiv;1ri tinie a(
the College: required us rckcarch and drrn a
hrochure aiMrrsvmg the impact of aU 'AxA and
other suhsiance on Klrnce tn rcUtHmsnipa
Suninuu-- y I V
Alleged C-od- e Vtolutionn: Section I, A R,
pcrMifuJ imcRnly and tclf respect, respi-c- t Uk
the rights and ctwkxr n of oOcr.
Hcanug Outcome: Dein'i HcaJinp Hid
acLarwlrd3d dial due to the absence ol die
accused ihe plea of no plea wa enu red on
accused's hrhdf. The Bnud hmnd fbr a. Lrwd
guilty on all charges..
Sanc tions. Actnrvd wua saspciKicd fuun fie
College effective Miuiiediaiely aoJ rf.e ui. n-t- m
will conttnoe through Scrnesicr 1. 21-2X- )I.
Accused wdl be required u ic:ivc a
complctt psyt h'aUiC evaluaiion.
Surninary V
Alleged Cod Vioianons' SeclHs I. A H.
personal ina,yily 'n& self-respec- t, rcs(ctt for
the ngho and concern of tuners. Sections
IV, .2a-- b, TeKpomible aJcoh.l use. irrdrxwisible
behavior while Uhing alcofwil, Scciion IX. A.
haissnicntcjerciininitniHlaiiina.ssuit.
f earing Ouu;jiTie: Dean' Hi anni' Rsid
accepted accus-d"- l plea ?f jtuifty on Srciums
I.A-B- ; Sections IX.A. Tlic limrt n-jiv- t rd die
Mt cucd plea of not puiliy on Sections IV, A H.
SamiKu: Acvusrd wa placed on Rn-nrlr- d
Dim. ij!.fiary Prorimn f'Jf the remainder tf
Si mcstct ii. !'''') ?' .). and ( 'omniencrim "I
V. 'cvLcnd 2' ' At hm (! xs rctpjred to mai e
K-siituti-
on tn iIk: vjctmi and ittc Collide
Summary VI
A;i-:"- d C"dc Viol.tJionv. Code of Aclmic
l;iu i ritv. Sci. nun 1..B.I , represent tnj; the
Wfjii ot mticrs a.s hii1ter own, vnilne die vpinl
ol the Cde rxptrsrd in die PirainM:.
Hearing OuL.ortX" Dean's Heannp Hoard
accepted accus d'.i pfta of yuihy on all charges
Sjik u"ns Jcusrd was etnelkd from The
ulifyc of VviMsi-- r eMective ioiincfiatcly. Ile
expulsion wa noted on the accused student
prrxonal file.
nT THin
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Slim pic!is 'for Woo classes
Guess what, kiJs it's time ;:gain for the registration game. For
seniors it's our last chance at victory. Over the years we've endured
closeouts, waitlists and irnreranent classes, hopeful that someday
we'd see a chance.
Recall trying to register for that journalism class sopho-
more year to find it had closed out an hour ago? With your
number two it is now yours for the taking! But wait You dis-
cover journalism isn't offered this "alternative" year. It also
rs f --- it m:tnv rf those courses t!;ut lured us into our
re--ect;- ve f.elJs and majors have yet to be offered at all.
Y.'e re-Jiz- e tt.it t.t expecUtiotts a:e soutanes unreason-
able. re.-h.tp-s we shouldn't expect Lowry standards to rival high
tea at the RitzXat academic expectaaons are of a different nature.
The catalogue curricula basically represents the diversi-
ty of. student interests. Cut this is of no consequence when
:. t-,- 1 r.r."-;-'-- s fail to match catalogue offerings. We are
rttzht to feci cheated. '
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Pueblo calls attention to SOA
To the Editors:
The School of the. Americas
(SOA) is a U.S. Army training
facility that trains soldiers and
military personnel from Latin
American countries in subjects
like counter-insurgenc- y, infantry
tactics, military intelligence anti-narcoti- cs
operations and comman-
do operations. This training is
funded by U.S. taxpayers, and all
of the training is conducted in
Spanish. Most of the classes are
taught by Latin American instruc-
tors. According to the SOA itself,
more than 56,000 members of
Latin American militaries have attend-
ed the SOA since its inception in 1946.
SOA graduates have included
some ofthe most notorious human"
rights abusers from Latin America.
Those who attended Claudia
Bemardi's lecture last week will
recall the devastating photographs
taken by Bernardi of the El
Mozote massacre, which took place
in El Salvador in 1981. Innocent
people were brutally slaughtered in
the name of counter-insurgenc-y.
: The UN Truth Cornmission Report,
released in 1993, identified ten of
-- twelve officers involved in the
massacre as SOA graduates.
In 1996, under intense pressure
from religious and grassroots
groups, the Pentagon released
seven Spanish-langua- ge training
manuals used at the SOA until
1991. "The New York Times"
reported, "Americans can now
read for themselves some of the .
noxious lessons the United States
Army taught thousands of Latin
Americans ... The SOA manuals
recommended interrogation tech-
niques like torture, execution,
blackmail and arresting the rela-
tives of those being questioned."
Since the release of these man-
uals, public outcry has demanded
the closure of the SOA. As tax-
payers and individuals concerned
for peace and justice in Latin
America and the Caribbean, We
oppose the existence of such an
institution being funded in our
name and with our money.
. This weekend, a diverse group
of nearly 30 College of Wooster stu-
dents will travel to Fort Benning mili-
tary base in Columbus, Georgia to
protest the SOA. Over the past
several years, mass protest has
increased dramatically against the
SOA, and each year thousands
gather at the gates of Fort Benning
demanding the attention of legis-
lators, military officers, and all
those who have not yet joined this
struggle. As College of Wooster
students, we will maintain our
presence against the School of the
Americas in Fort Benning, com-
mitted to principles of nonvio-
lence, justice and peace.
It is our hope that all students of
The College of Wooster become
informed about this institution,
coming to their own conclusions
about its effectiveness and rele-
vancy to the United States' rela-
tions with Latin America. For
more
.
information, there are a
number of web sources available.
The School of the Americas
Watch can be found at
www.soaw.org or visit the School
of the Americas' own homepage at
www.benning.army.milusarsama
in.htm.
Election epitome ofstu
All the nuts roll downhill to
Florida. Last year, when former
U.S. Senator Paul Simon visited
campus, he argued that America's
Cuban policy was dictated by
Miami-Dad- e County. Ridiculous,
he said, that one county in Florida
could hold so much sway over mat-
ters affecting the whole country.
Here we are again, two counties
further north this time around, and
the next president of the United
States will likely, be determined
by the results of a hand recount in
Palm Beach County. .
And what a county it is. Filled
with thousands of people who
suddenly want to blame someone
because they were too stupid or
too careless to carefully read the
ballot and make sure they were'
punching the correct hole. But
what all the pundits on CNN aind
its ilk are. forgetting is that the
brouhaha in Palm Beach County
is more than just the cries of a few
disenchanted voters; it is another
in a long line of examples of the
new plague on America; the cul--
EbicaBabnuill
ture of stupidity. This trend is the
reason your hair dryer says "do not
use in the bath" and why McDonalds
was sued over its coffee one
.ithat says "it's okay if you have no
common sense, and if you're hurt by
mat, men it's someone else's fault"
This is America, so if you screw
up it can't 'be your fault, right?
Your vote' ipiist have been stolen
or coerced or you were malicious-
ly misled by those dirty opposing
party who have to resort to nasty
tricks to' get their candidate elect-
ed because your favorite candi-
date is a model of purity and
virtue 1 and anyone with half a
brain celf could see that only he
could possib.y be fee next presi-
dent of the United States, and you
have a right to vote, dammit! And
if you don't' like the results or if
you screwed up by being stupid,
men blame it on those dirty govern-
ment types whd went out of their way
to trick you by creating a bad ballot
The mess in Florida means that
--Pueblo de Esperanza
pidity
all the idiots who buy into this
culture of stupidity and are now so
concerned arxjuttrieff votes arc spout-
ing their righteous indignation on
television - and filing lawsuits
demanding a levote and the nabon-- al
media are taking them seriously.
What's Worse, the idiots may be
winning, and they may alter the
outcome of the election. Yesterday
a judge in Florida ruled that in
Palm Beach County's hand count
the canvassing board must not only
count the ballots that are properly
punched, but also those about
which there is some doubt In this
case, the canvassing board has been
told to use its discretion when decid-
ing whether or not those votes
count So much for an impartial
hand recount No wonder the cul-
ture of stupidity is flourishing; the
government panders to it by
changing the rules for people who
don't follow them.
.
Canada is looking better and better.
Eca Bamhill is the Sports
Editor oThe Wooster Voice and
; has lost her will to live.
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Student defends Woo
To the Editors:
A few weeks ago a letter was
sent to the Voice concerning the
food service here at the college.
The letter was rather unpleasant
and realistically unnecessary. I
was upset by the' letter and even
more upset "that the editors
allowed it to be published.
... First of. all,, I for one do not
appreciate listening to unwarrant-
ed whining from; people who not
only have nothing about which to
complain but know nothing about
the object of tiiecpmplaint This
letter's, accusations, against food
-- services were unfounded, poorly
stated, and certainly misdirected.
The .editorial, sectipn of the
Voice should pe an outlet fr opin-
ions on campus -- issues that have
an effect on Jhe. entire community,
not a complaint box. J. personally
applaud food services for their job
here on campus. I would like to
take this opportunity to mention
t j : : : :. ' . )a I '
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: that many , students recognize the
complexity of the job of feeding
the student body here and appreci-
ate your service.
The letter the Voice published
was so offensive that I felt it
required a response. I do not
always i&e'the food served and
sometimes eveil have to cough up
a few dollars to eat at Mom's
because I missed a meal due to my
schedule; however, I think that
overall the food service here at
The College of Wooster Is superi-
or. The entirely new menu at ;
Kittredge, the. expanded menu at
short order lunch, and the new
Java Hut aire outstanding exam--
'"
pies from this year of the effort
that food services' puts into giving '
us options for dining. ;
Addressing Lowry in particular,
1
it is currency understaffed and
"
works very .long "hours for the
unfortunately unappreciative stu- -
dent body! it you as'k1 a teenage
employee to refill a tray and
are refused, the proper response is
'
to contact manager at Lowry or
f
to file a complaint in the com-
plaint ' ' 'boxes', j ( j '. , , I- -
Another option is to "contact ,
the Director of : Hospitality ;
here "at the ppl'lege', Mr. Chuck '
Wagers. A letter to the Voice
should be used as a last resort
if you feej thaj the problems you
eeit- .-
food
rMUt T
wMai (Oil eTe.
4f,t-fMfcH- T.'
service
are concerned with are being
ignored.
Addressing the letter itself, I am
personally embarrassed that a sen-
ior at this school would submit
such an inane, childish, and foully
worded letter to any place where it
might be: published. Being upset
Ooes' not give anyone a license to
slander.
' I was upset enough by this letter
that I, along with some friends of
mine, 'scheduled a meeting with
the Director of Hospitality. Mr.
Wagers' office is in Lowry Center,
'.arid his extension is 2108. I was
pleased to "discover that he pad
already ' personally called j the
author of the letter and discussed
ways of "addressing the issues
raised. He is a much nicer man
than I am. We talked a while about
food services', and he asked me to
' state 1 Specifically: If you have .
problemsplease talk to him about
tnem.
If you think he is joking allow
me to' illustrate. During the meet-
ing I' brought up the menu
-- changes at Mom's, before I left he
was already looking into getting
'cheese sticks and steak-urn- s back
on the ' menu for next semester.
Not a 1 bad turnaround speed, j
Thank you, Mr. Wagers. '
' L Douglas Weed '01
5.
C.O.W. senior addresses
Middle Eastern conflict
At the age of NI7&R
four I was enrolled
in kindergarten in
Jerusalem. Since I had lived the
first four years of my life in the
U.S., I did not know any Arabic.
By the end of the year I was able
to speak, read and write Arabic.
However, the Intifada (Palestinian
uprising) brought my return to the
Chicago area for schooling.
Every summer I was fortunate
enough to visit some family in
Jerusalem and Amman, Jordan
(these relatives fled Jerusalem
because of the political oppres-
sion). As a result of the initiation
of the peace process in 1994, my
family and I moved back to
Jerusalem, where my last three
years of high school were com-
pleted at a Quaker institution.
Living in the Holy City instilled in
me a unique insight regarding issues of
Arab-Israe- li relations.
My goal in life is to enroll in a
medical school in the United States
and then return to Palestine to
help reform health services. With
the help of acquaintances, I hope
to raise charity funding to support
existing hospitals and possibly
establish a new hospital. I truly
believe that improving health services
in Palestine is one step in the direc-
tion of peace in the region;
The past and current occupation
has resulted in a stunted Palestinian
economy, miserable standards of liv-
ing and poor health services. While-- '
living in Jerusalem with the luxu
ry of having funds from th?,
United. States, I, sull experience i
: some- - of the hardships faced by aft
other ' Palestinians. There were .
days without showers as a result
water .shortages. During the winter;
my home was poorly heated by
.space heaters due to the lack of 4
natural gas connection. Candles
were commonly used in order to
compensate for frequent power
outages. Even driving to school
was a safety hazard with random
potholes, no lane divisions, scarce traf-h-e
signs and huge bonfires on road-
sides to eliminate garbage.
Palestinians face other hardships
including limited housing, an unem-
ployment rate of 70 percent, and eco-
nomic domination by Israeli compa-
nies. Drastic refcims in the ecurumy, stan-
dards of living and health services
HAIIAK are important to
reverse the dam
age of political
occupation. Improved conditions will
result in a Palestinian nation less bitter
about the past and more willing to
accept peace.
Since the initiation of the peace
process seven years ago. over fifty
thousand more Israelis have set-
tled on land in the West Bank and
Gaza. These territories are inter-
nationally recognized as belong-
ing to Palestine, according to UN
resolution 241 There has also been
a more intensified ethnic cleans-
ing process in East Jerusalem
through the withdrawal fPalestinians
permits to live in Jerusalem.
The question I ask is this: If
someone displaced you from your
home and forced you to live in an
over-crowd- ed poverty-stricke- n
refugee camp under a military
force that currently lives in your
old home, would you perhaps
have a valid reason to demonstrate?
I know I did and still would.
There are strangers living in my
family's house in Jerusalem. We
were forced to flee due to the vio-
lent formation of Israel in 1948.
Both Arab and Israeli people
have similar cultures, values and
traditions, so it is quite perceivable
that a true lasting peace between the
people will be attained. Both cultures
' are also experiencing Western
influence. I can purchase a Big
Mac from McDonald's in the cen--
ter of western Jerusalem and a
ipiihu; burger.fjom .Checker's in
i kimallahi'Palestine. On' the same
' street" where 1 saw ftxs, tear gas
and rubber-coate- d metal bullets
illuminate the atmosphere, people
. are now eating at American fast
food restaurants. Westernization
of the two already similar cultures
-- will help diminish some differ-
ences between Arabs and Israelis.
Once two separate states are
established, a new generation of
Palestinians is raised without
experiencing the hardship of
political occupation, and Israelis
grow ' up without the fear of
attacks from Palestinians wanting
freedom, only then can people
begin to forgive and forget.
Nizar Hallak is a guest colum-
nist for The Wooster Voice.
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Recycling flourishes under Reitz
Mo lly McKinney
Features Editor
"The average college student
throws away almost 500 dispos-
able cups a year. The average
American, 100. If you line those
up around the Earth it would cir-
cle the Earth over 436 times."
Jessica Reitz sits Indian style in
the Lowry pit, enthusiastically
sharing recycling facts and talking
about her life. You can tell just by
looking at her that she is intensely
passionate and dedicated to recy-
cling and to The College of
Wooster.
Reitz is currently the director of
the Recycling Department at
Wooster. She graduated from
Ohio University last June with a
degree in English and was part of
the OU campus recycling pro-
gram for two and a half years.
Reitz was drawn to Wooster by
the small town atmosphere and
the location, which is close to her
Cleveland home. "It just seemed
like a really nice community;"
Reitz said. "When you come-o-n
campus, everybody was so friend-
ly! It just seemed like a really nice
place," she said.
Reitz was also impressed by
the existing level of support of the .
recycling program from the '
administration. "It's so awesome
that the school and the administra-
tors are so dedicated to it," Reitz
said of the recycling program.
"They're not dedicated to it
because it's making money,
because it's not They're dedicat-
ed to it for the students," she said.
Aside from her duties as the
Recycling Coordinator, Reitz'
serves as advisor for the Green
House Program and ECOS. She is
also a member : of the
Environmental Task Force, a group
of faculty, staff and students which
has been together for about ten years.
- They were the ones who pretty :
much advised the recycling program
for the past ten years," Reitz said :
about the Environmental Task ,,
Force. "Right now we're workings ;
to try to come up with guidelines
for sustainability on campus with ;
the construction of the new aca--
demic buildings," she said.
The Recycling Program was
DEPCO
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m.
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photo by Naomi Kresge
Jessica Reitz and her recyclers sort trash outside Galpin Hall. ,
established at Wooster 10 years
ago. Currently, 17 paid students
and volunteers from the Green
House work to pick up over 22
items six days a week. Work is
done in different shifts dorm
shifts, academic shifts, cardboard
shifts, etc. "Just think about all of
those pizza boxes from Saturday
night in Lowry!" Reitz said about
the volume of materials collected..
Reitz credits the . recycling
employees with all of the hard
work. "You can't find a lot of peo-
ple who would want to go through
wet bins on campus and pull out
and separate bottles from pop
cans, in the rain and snow, and
who are more enthusiastic and
don't complain and come to .work
and they're doing it because that's
the one thing they can," Reitz said
about the recyclers.. "They're just
great. They're the best"
Thanks to a new policy imple-
mented by the administration this
year, other students are getting the
chance to see all the work that
goes into the recycling program.
When a student receives two alco- -,
hoi violations in a semester, he or
she is required to work a three-ho- ur
recycling run. "I think per-- --
sonally it's been quite successful,"
Reitz. said. "I. think they really,
become more conscious of recy-
cling and how to recycle and how
to be respectful. And they get to ,
see how. much alcohol is con- -
.
sumed on campus, which is the
main goal." According to Reitz, .
about 12 students have gone on a '.
run so far, and, Reitz said, "most
of them say, 'this isn't that bad." ,
Reitz is also proud of the Green
House program she advises. A
new program this year. Green
House is comprised of 22 students
who each put in eight hours of
volunteer time per month, either
recycling, cleaning up Spangler
Park, or campus education, to
name a few. ECOS and the
Recycling Department often hold
meetings at Green House, which
brings the environmentally con-
cerned groups on camps together.
"It's like a central base for campus
environmental activities," Reitz
said. "I'm impressed with the
Green House members daily."
Interest in recycling on campus, as
well as across the country, has often
been a stereotype attached to a certain
group of people, something Reitz
believes has to stop. "We tend to cate-
gorize people and categorize issues. --
The one thing that I think is most
important is that we can no longer,
as individuals, do this because it's
obvious that recycling matters,"
Reitz said.
On a larger scale, recycling can
be seen in such arenas as the
Sydney Olympics, where build-
ings were constructed with recy-
cled content recycling materials
were sorted out of all trash cans
and rainwater was collected and
reused "Recycling is a small part
of the big whole of environmental
consciousness, and it's' a really'
important part," Reitz said. "It's '
something that people can do'
every single day. It's really exciting
for me to be a part of that" ' 1 '
Editors: Leila Atassi & Molly McKinney
A few facto to consider when you
throw away that Val-ma- rt bag...
The average college student produces 640 pounds of
solid waste each year, including 500 disposable cups and
320 pounds of paper.
Every year, we make enough plastic film to shrink-wra- p
the state of Texas.
..
'
."
If everyone in the ILS. would recycle their Sunday
newspapers it would save 500,000 trees every week. The
College of Wooster recycled 27,701 pounds of newpapers
last year. This is 13.9 tons, saving the equivalent of 236 --
trees by recycling newspaper alone.
.''..'......The COW Recycling Trailer is made out of 70-recy-c- led
material. The metal is recycled steel, and the bins
are made from a combination of recycled plastic and milk
jugs.
If you receive two alcohol violations you must go on one
three hour recycling run with the recycling department.
.
'
-
-
Number of acceptable materials at COW: 22.
COW recycled 89,818 pounds of cardboard and chip-
board last year. . ...
--
' Number of students that have worked for the recycling
program since 1989 121. v
The COW Recycling Program has been nationally rec-
ognized by the OfHce of the Federal Environmental --
Executive Order, environmental education organization,
Second Nature and by the White House Task Force on
- t Recycling. .- - . ... - ,
....
. ..'..:.
.'
.
American consumers and industries throw away enough
aluminum to rebuild our entire commercial air fleet every
three months. COW recycled 1.8 tons of aluminum last
.
' year.
Every year, the UJS. and Canada chop down 34 million
Christmas trees enough to cover the state of Rhode
' s Island with a forest
Goals for the Recycling Department
To educate The College of Wooster Community about
.
. ' recycling. " : :
To provide an efficient service to the community.
To get higher numbers in terms of amount recycled.
To try to find better and new markets for recycled
materials.-- - '
To provide a good work environrr r.t for tue.workers.
To cc-Ani- ent and support c'.I:er i --;Irc::n:enll ",
groups on campus.
To have fun while doing all cf the r.bove.
f i f i ; i
" : i .
.t ) ;; ;' ''
- Facts and goals con piled by Jessica Re.z.
--- !.:
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1"Rocky" Rockenstein rocks with revolutionary rhetoric
Naomi Kresge
Editor-in-Chi- ef
'
-
.
.
Walter "Rocky" Rockenstein
proposed a paradigm shift last
Monday evening in a speech titled
"Sustainable Development Hoax
or New World Order."
Rockenstein addressed a near-capaci- ty
Severance Chemistry
building crowd on the principles
and feasibility of sustainable
development He proclaimed the
theory as not a hoax but in fact
both "a challenge to our leaders
and to each of us" and "a power-
ful unifying ethical and ecological
concept"
-- The 1965 Wooster graduate
in political science and economics
and former trustee's own inter-
est in sustainable development
came through his practice of envi-
ronmental law in Minneapolis,
Minn, as well as during his 10-ye- ar
stint as a Minneapolis city
council member. During his
tenure on council he dealt with
lake and noise pollution issues,
testifying multiple times on a
national level before Congress as
well. -- ..
Rockenstein said he became
dissatisfied with the prevailing
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paradigm of companies as unre-
pentant polluters and the govern-
ment as the good conservationist
He positioned sustainable devel-
opment as a both economically
and environmentally equitable
solution for both government and
the private sector.
According to Rockenstein, sus-
tainable development the idea
of economic and industrial devel-
opment within the carrying capac-
ity of the earth is a paradigm
shift toward decision-makin- g
based on an environmental system
as a whole instead of upon com-
paratively - short-ter- m growth
goals. "We're going to have to
step away from top-dow- n control
to a multiple approach," he said.
Rockenstein listed eight main
principles upon which he said sus-
tainable development is based:
Underlying ethical principles are,
first, "respect and care for the
community of life" and, second,
"improve the quality of human
life." Rockenstein said these ideas
are meant to apply inclusively too
all people and said that the lives of
all humans are ultimately inter-
connected.
Rockenstein devoted the bulk
of his Monday presentation to an
exploration of the environmental
principles behind sustainable
development: keeping within the
carrying capacity of the earth and
conserving the vitality and diver-
sity of the earth. Within these
overarching principles he
addressed specific issues like con--
.
serving non-renewa- ble resources
the ubiquitous "reduce, reuse
and recycle" increasing
reliance on renewable resources
like solar energy, stabilizing
world population, restoring and
maintaining ecosystems, and con-
serving the diversity of life.
Rockenstein labeled his last
four points "implementation prin-
ciples" changes in attitudes and
practices necessary to make the
ideals of sustainable development
feasible in the real world. He sug-
gested: changes in personal attitudes
and practices; enabling and empower-
ing individual communities to care
for their own environments; provid-
ing a nation-wid- e framework for the
integration of development and
conservation, and creating a glob-
al alliance for the promotion of
sustainable development
The Minnesota resident seemed
optimistic about the potential
international effectiveness of sus--
7 -
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. photo by James Allardice
"Rocky" Rockenstein talks to a packed Severance 009 last
Monday night.
tainable development, citing
changes in both attitudes and
practices in his own state as evi-
dence. "For us, water is a real
lifeblood, not only of agriculture,
but of the tourism industry," he
said, pointing out the motivating
power of over 10,500 lakes.
Rockenstein practices environrnen-ta-l
law as a partner with the
Minneapolis firm Faegre and
Benson. Green House, the
Chemistry, Biology and Geology
departments, and the Pre-La- w
Advising Program sponsored the
presentation.
Exposing all: for the bold, not the bashful
ErtsMcCann
. Staff Writer
It's one of those jobs that sounds almost too
perfect: all you hava to do is stand perfectly
still. For your trouble; you'll get paid up to
eight dollars an hour. There is a catch though.
To get the big bucks, you have to take off your,
clothes and let a classroom full of art students
'
!
'
1 :draw your body.1
Art students and professors agree that using
live models provides the class with a realistic
view of the human body that you just can't get
from anything else. It-certain- ly differs from
drawing a bowl of apples.
Drawing the human body is "one of the ,
basics for being- - an arjistT said one student,
who wished not .to be fdentified but who; has,
experience as both the model and the artist
Sally Jordon '02 flgjeed. ,"It's beneficial to",
draw a person nude because you can see pro-
portions and the way the body twists,") she(
said. . ':' " ' '" ::' f
Student models for art classes are a small
but bold group. This year especially, more pro-
fessors are relying on community members
instead of students to serve as models for their
life drawing and painting classes. In fact, a
recent advertisement placed in the Wooster
Headline News sought adult models for class-
es taught by Professors Marina Mangubi and
Erin Sotak of the Art department but made no
mention of students filling the same positions.
"It's really hard to get student models," stat-
ed the aforementioned anonymous student
"It's a really small campus, and it modeling
nude can feel embarrassing. Feelings of fear
or embarrassment about being seen naked by a
classroom full of your peers often pass with
time," the student said.
' '
tThe first time I drew a nude body it was
weird for a couple of minutes, but I have to
think it's weirder for the model, because we're
all staring 'at them" Jordan said. "Professors
give us the whole maturity talk before the first
' '
1
.
'
time:", ;;'
"Usualiy people are very respectful, but It's
intimidating for the artist at first," agreed the
anonymous student "When you've been
doing it for a while, it becomes more objecti-
fied," the student added.
Also an important factor in student mod-
eling is the pay rate. While a job at, say,
Lowry Dining Hall pays about $5.75 per
hour to its employees, the Student
Employment Office confirmed that student
models earn anywhere from $5.50 to $8.00
per hour.
"For getting naked in front of that many
people, you kinda expect to get paid more,"
stated one student To get the full $8.00 stu-
dents pose nude, but to earn the basic $5.50,
all they have to do is hold a single position for
around ten minutes, but do it clothed. There is
also an intermediate rate of about $6 or $7
which requires the student to be naked, but
draped by a sheet.
"We've done some costumes on the mod-
els. We've drawn them in plastic bags and
boxes." Jordan said; proving that you don't
have to earn a lot of money to have fun at this
job. '
.
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A scene from Corutney White 's presentation of "Largo
Desolato, " which can be seen this Friday and Saturday. :
c. . rt
:rv..t; ry c-- f
...a -- .e.
"We had t!:e pleasure of playing
with r.cgina two yens ago and are
very happy to welcome her
again," Linuherg said.
Vacalav Havel's "Largo
Desolato," under the advising of .
Professor of Theatre Dale Seeds
and Copeland Professor of
pre . ..t l.. ; i .. c'uas sy.. j
Jh. 2. " '
The orchestra is co--p r-ier- .::r.g
its series vvi.h another Lindhcrg-dLrecte- d
ensemble, The College
of Wooster Jazz Eusen.'.le.
History John Hondros.
"Largo Desolato" is a quasi-autobiographi- cal
absurdist play
dealing with the suppression of
subversive ele
ments behind the
Iron Curtain dur-
ing the Cold
War. Havel, an
existentialist
writer and the
current president
of the Czech
Republic, wrote
Largo Desolato"
in 1983, after
having been
released from
prison. The play,
banned in
Czechoslovakia
under the Soviet
regime, was
adapted for
English by play-
wright Tom
Stoppard, author
of "Rosencrantz
and Guildenstem are Dead" and co-
author of the Shakespeare in Love"
screenplay.
White's production requires his
six actors, Alex Cox '03, Sarah
Edwards '04, Kevin McFillen
'03, Elise Becchetti '01, Rob
Mauro '04 ami Gabe Leifer '03,
to play 12 different roles, so that
8
Editor: David Powell
"Sex, Drugs, Rock & Roll," and politics in I.S. presentations
Jill Tkeftz
Chief Staff Writer
The Theatre Department is pro-
viding a little something for
everyone this weekend, with two
evenings" of Senior I.S. produc-
tions offering sex, drugs, rock and
roll alongside an absurdist look at
political oppression.
Jack Pitney '01, advised by
Assistant Professor of Theatre
Shirley Huston-Findle- y, is staging
Eric Bogosian's "Sex, Drugs,
Rock & Roll," a play that Pitney
describes as "prescriptive social
commentary."
He describes it as a self-direct- ed
one-ma- n show in which he will .
play six different characters, each
of whom "in some way represents
a dark part of our society. In some
way," he added, "they're all
linked to sex, drugs and rock and
roll, and the way we can lose con-
trol when we're in our party ,
mode."
There is a definite message
behind the show. "I've always
been kind of Marxist in my views
about what art can do for the peo-
ple," Pitney said, "and I wanted to
pick a piece that wasn't too
preachy but could open eyes to ...
what happens when we don't
moderate our excessive irrespon
sibility," he
said. "For
some peo-
ple, that's
the ideal
way of life-livi- ng
life at
90 miles per
hour. And
what we've
found is that
people who
live like that
end " updying
young."
Pitney
has devel-
oped a min-
imalist set
that relies
on props
and music
a very
eclectic" collection of classic rock
to move him .from character to
"' rcharacter.
"It's a high-ener- gy show,"
Pitney said.
Immediately following Pitney's
piece, Courtney White '01 is
.directing a six-mem- ber cast in
v
Photo by James Allardice
all but two of them (Cox and
Edwards) play multiple parts.
Beyond the obvious logistical
challenge inherent in having only
half of the number of actors gen-
erally needed for the production.
White faced "other difficulties in
directing a play set in a specific
historical era.
"One of . the really difficult
problems ... is that you've got a
bunch of actors six actors ;
all of whom have lived in the
United States for the majority of
their lives they were like, eight
or 10 when the Berlin Wall came
. down so it's difficult for them
to fathom this sort of climate. It's
difficult for me, too," he added.
The play's soundtrack is at least
as eclectic as Pitney's, if not more
so, ranging from reggae to classi-
cal to music from Nintendo's
"Super Mario Bros."
"It'll be entertaining, if nothing
else," White said.
' Both shows are running Friday
and Saturday nights in. Shoolroy
Theater. The evening is double-bille- d,
with each show running
approximately an hour, with an
intermission in between. Tickets
can be reserved at the box office
and picked up at 7:45 p.m. the
night of the show. The house
opens at 8 p.m., and the curtain
nsesa8:k5p.m. j
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Two new exhibits at Art Center
Professor Walter Zurko and Claudia Bernardi featured
David Powell
A&E Editor
The College of Wooster Art
Museum recently opened two new'
exhibits, one featuring the work
of Wooster Art Professor Walter
Zurko and the other featuring
human rights activist
Claudia Bernardi's "ln
"Frescoes."
Zurko's exhibit
"Work" features all about
wooden sculptures with societal
the exception of one toplaster piece" titled
"Matrix.' Among the reflected
wooden pieces are
three pairs of boots, a pair of
dresses titled "Sisters," a work
bench and a string of "Cuffs."
Together the pieces invoke the
feel of a traditional tailor's work-
shop. As Zurko describes in the
artist's statement accompanying
the exhibit, the sculptures have a
simplified style, yet maintain an
Beginning Friday at
Cihemark
Movies 10
Rugrats in Paris: -
The Movie (G)
The 6th Day (PG-1- 3)
Little Nicky (PG-1- 3)
Men of Horror (R)
Red Planet (PG-1- 3)
Charlie's Angels (PG-1- 3)
The Legend of :
Bagger Vance (PG-1- 3)
Pay it Forward (PGr13)
Meet the Parents (PG-1- 3)
Remember the Titans (PG)
The Grinch (PG) ,
aspect of abstractness.
"In their subtle and enigmatic
manner, these objects attempt to
speak about historical and con-
temporary societal issues through
references to ritual and social
organization as reflected in cloth-
ing," Zurko wrote in the state- -
their subtle and enigmatic man-
ner, these objects attempt to speak
historical and contemporary
issues through refrences
ritual and social organization as
in clothing," Zurko wrote.
ment.
Zurko briefly discussed some
of the ideas people may take away
from the exhibit The exhibit rais-
es questions about the artisan who
created the clothing as well as
questions about the wearer.
"People take away the idea of
protection from the hardened
(12:45. 2:50) 4:55, 7:00, 9:25
(12:35) 4:30, 7:35, 10:20
(12:30, 2:45) 5:00, 7:10, 9:35
(12:20)4:10,7:05,10:00
(12:25)7:50, 10:15
(12:00, 2:45) 4:50, 7:30, 9:55
(12:25) 4:00, 7:00, 9:50
5:05
(11:50,2:10)4:40,
'7:20, 10:05 ; ;
.
(11:40,2:00)4:35,
7:25,10:10
(11:45, 2:15) 4:45, 7:15, 9:45
i
- ( ) Saturday and Sunday Only
Sorry, no passes
All shows before 5 pan. only $3.75
General Admission $5.75 for adults,
Friday and Saturday after 5:00 pjn. $6:
First Matinee show Mon-F- ri $3 , 1
For complete listings, call 345-875- 5
forms of clothing, which raises
the question of how people use
clothing to hide behind," Zurko
said.
.
Zurko's work has always been
focused on three-dimension- al
forms. His M.F.A. from Southern
Illinois University is in ceramics.
However, about 10
years ago he began
working more with
wooden ' sculpture.
Originally focusing
on abstract tools,
Zurko changed his
style slightly for this
exhibit He got the
idea for the work
while looking at wooden hat
molds used by hat artisans in
Prague.
.
"Recently I started doing repre-
sentational imagery; before that I
focused more on abstract ideas,"
Zurko said.
The second exhibit features the
work of Claudia Bernardi.
Bernardi is an artist and human
rights activist originally from
Argentina. Her exhibit titled
"Frescoes on Paper," was created
using printmaking techniques
with pigments, plexi sheets and
paper, and attempts to bring focus
to the victims of genocide.
The art was inspired by her
work through the Argentine
Foresnic Anthropology Team that
exhumes the mass graves of geno-
cide victims. Bernardi has partici-
pated in such exhumations in
Argentine, FJ Mozote, Morazan,
EI Salvador, Ethiopia and
Guatemala.
Her first project included cata-
loguing the bones of more than
30,000 Argentinans murdered by
the military junta which ruled the
country from 1976 to 1983.
The exhibit attempts to bring
light to the issue of genocide and
other, human rights offences by
focusing on the "history of the
dead." , . , ,
Bernardi's frescoes are made
by running plexi sheets and paper
through a printing press hundreds
of times, creating a layering of
blue, red and yellow pigments.
Images of : people, bones and
hands are then scraped through
the layers with a porcupine quill.
i. ;
ft
2
Photo by EMitY Davis
Walter Zurko's "Sisters" is a stained and painted wood piece
currently on diplay at the Ebert Art Center.
A white hand appears in each
piece. The result is a swirl of
beautiful, bright reds and blues,
with the victims etched atop it
The exhibit is not graphic or
depressing, but rather shows an
optimistic hope for the future
while paying to tribute those who
have died.
Bernardi received her M.A. and
M.F.A. from the University of
California at Berkeley. Bernardi
closed the Wooster Forum 2000:
The Meaning of i Democratic
Culture" with a lecture titled
"Probing the Membrane between
Hope and Horror on Nov. 9.
Both Zurko and Bernardi's
exhibits will run through Dec. IS.
The College of Wooster Art
Museum is open from 10:30 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m. on Monday through
Friday and 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. on
Sundays.
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"Out of Africa
Friday Film Series 18
Mateer Aud. 7:30 p.m. John Rush
Spotlight Showcase
18 Mom's Truck Stop
"Gone In Sixty Seconds 9 p.m. ; 10:30 p.m.
Saturday Film Series
Mateer Aud. 8:30 p.m. $1
!
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t Ewini ' graceful as Sonics beat Kniclzsi
I After playing 15 seasons with the New York Knicks, center
I Patrick Ewing met his old team for the first time as his Seattle
I Sonics beat his alma mater 96-7- 5. Though outplayed by his replace-- i
ment Marcus Camby, who had 20 points and 17 rebounds, Ewing
f. had nothing but good things to say about his old teammates.
.
"I've been to war with these guys for a lot of years he said. "I
wished them well and they wished me well." Ewing warmly greet-- I
ed his former teammates with hugs and harsd.-hi.ke- s before the,
I tipoff, which he batted to Gary Payton. w ho led the 3-- 6 Sonics with
I 25 points and 10 key assists.
I ' "He's not the go-t-o superstar that he once w as, but he's still a very
I good center," said Sonics coach Paul Westphcl. "We're all real
; bappy for Patrick. You could see his smiling after the game, I'm
I sure it meant a lot to him."
I Rashard Lewis ad-Jc- d 22 for Seattle. Ewir-- g passed Charles
Barkley with 23,760 career points to supplant Sir CI. :'.-- s as 13th on
I the all-tim- e list Seattle's next matchup with New York is on Feb.
1-2-
7.
s
i Basel all avsards are (almost) nil in
I'.' Jason Giambi. Pedro Martinez and Randy Jch:.-o-n are the big.
f winners so far in the .Major League Bass-bcl- l season awards.
I . Oakland Athletics' first baseman Jason Giar..!ri eJjcJ White Sox
I 'first baseman Frank Thomas 317-2S- 5 to win the AL MVP award.
I Giambi finished with'a .333 average. 43 hornets. 137 RDIs and 137
walks, though his September performance w..s the reason he won
j the award, spearheading the As AL West tki : ty hhth-- g .393, 10
I'.' homers and 32 R. Is. '
I Red Sox r Pecro Martinez repeated as the first ever unani- - .
j" mous AL Cy Y.. arj winner, going 18-- 6 with a 1.74 ERA- - almost 2 ,
I points low-e- r than runner-u-p Roger Oemens at 3.70, and the lowest
I in the AL since Ish' 3. 1 1 217 innings, he allowed only 128 hits and
I 32 walks. Randy J..l:n-;- n took the honor for the NL. Despite a
merely decent second hJf when he went 5-- 5 w ith a .332 ERA, he
I garnered 133 points to runner-u-p Tom Glavine's 64.
I The Kansas City Royals' Carlos Beltran was the AL Rookie of the
t year with Ih l runs and 112 RBI. and Cincinnati pitcher Scott
Wiliiair. .son ws the NLRockie of the year.
5t;r,-- -r rkr fs fo,.nii.F.r by staff writer Josh Pantesco
nildrti jrmiift itiiiMi i tiiiiini'iiiirianrh din Willi I ifl '!J
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'02 Photo by Dan BarthaStephanie Woodruff defends against
Courtney Davison '03 in practice this week.
Tom Canfield
Staff Wrtter
After coming pff back to back
8-- 17 seasons, including "an eighth-plac- e
finish in the conference last
year, one would think there would
be no reason for the Wooster
women's basketball team to be
optimistic. However, a quick
glance at the returning roster
reveals otherwise. With four of
five starters returning, including
leading scorers Stephanie
Woodruff '02' and Nara DeJesus
03, and depth at every position,
there is plenty of reason for Coach
Lisa Campanell Komara and com-
pany to be excited. ;
"I think that we are further
ahead at this point in the season
than in recent years," Komara
said. "We have more maturity,
which has made it easier to under-
stand our offense. This is also the
first time in many years that we
will start five upperclassmen."
Woodruff and DeJesus are
expected to make serious contri-
butions for the Scots this year.
"We want to finish in the top four --
of the conference," Woodruff said, ,
-ballpreps
"That's what we have been talking
about in the off-seaso-n. We have
. been 8-- 17 for two years. This
year I think we can be a .500
team," she added.
. Woodruff, the second leading
scorer last year, was also an hon-
orable mention all-confere- nce
NCAC. selection at guard. Not
only did she score 13.4 points a
. game, good fox sixth in the con-
ference, but she is also one of the
team's best defenders. "
Woodruff won't be the lone gun
this year, as the Scots also return
leading scorer' DeJesus. The
sophomore' forward was fifth in
the conference in scoring (13.8
ppg) and second in rebounding
(10.9 rpg.) DeJesus is fresh off a
season in which she was the
NCACs newcomer of the year.
' She also Was a second team all-confere- nce
selection!
"I expect' the same out, of
Woodruff and DeJesus this year,
if not better," Komara said. "Nara
had a great freshman year, and she
knows what' to' expect this year.
: She's a marked player in the con--
'. ferenee, meaning teams will dou--
. ble her frequently. I think she will -
for season
play well," she continued. "As for
Steph, she has the ability to be
explosive. We expect a lot of con-
sistency from her. Shell also give
us some extra ball-handli- ng help."
Explosive is a perfect term to
describe not only Woodruff, but
also the Scots overall. Despite
their disappointing finish .in the
conference last year, Wooster was
second in the league in team
offense, scoring 67.9 ppg.
This will be a major strength for this
year's team. However, the Scots were
also last in team defense. This is one
area where Komara says the Scots
. need improvement i
"Defensively, we need to
improve; we need better anticipa-
tion of picks and reading screens.
We have to communicate better
on the court. This is one of our
goals. I think last year, in the sec-
ond half of the season, we did just
that," Komara said.
There is also an abundance of
underclassmen on the club. The
Scots have only two seniors on the
roster, only one of whom started
last season, point guard Joci Horn
'01.
Horn was 15th in the country in
-- assists last year, with 5.4 per
game. She also tossed in 6.3 ppg.
The Scots also welcome back
forward Morgan Ramsdell '01,
who was the second leading scor-
er on the team her first year, but
was sidelined by knee injuries for
her sophomore and junior sea-
sons.
The Scots will play a tough pre-
season schedule before opening
conference play at Ohio Wesleyan
on Nov. 29. ;
"Ohio Wesleyan is a huge game
for us. If we can upset them to
open the season, it will help us the
rest of the way," Woodruff said.
So can Wooster finish in the top
four of the NCAC? Many people
seem to think so. The pieces are
all there, and if the defense
improves, this Scot basketball
team will be one to watch out for.
"We want to turn out a champi-
onship team," Komara said. "We
have quality players, and I think
we can turn this program around."
Woodruff concluded,
"Obviously, we want to be first
in the conference. I think that we
can surprise some people," she
. concluded.
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Still bowling together at Tri-W- ay
The Voice pays a visit to local bowling paradise
Ben Mitchell
Assistant Sports Editor
"Bowling has replaced baseball
as America's game." This was
truly an unbelievable statement by
Tri-Wa- y Lanes' employee Les Mann.
Bowling requires only slightly more
skill than the card game War and is
not nearly as engaging.
"More people participate in
bowling than any other sport in
this country," Mann continued.
Sport? Is this
game, which is
on the same
level as croquet
or horseshoes,
considered a
sport?
To Mann and
many others at Tri-W- ay Lanes,
bowling is a way of life. I
received an education on the finer
points of the game this -- past
Tuesday and learned that this is a
game that many people do not
take lightly.
"I play maybe 60 games a
week," attested Mann's fellow
employee Bobby Wigger. Indeed,
to a great many people in the
Wooster area, bowling is the pas-
time of choice. According to
Mann it is not only fun, but a
good, safe workout "It's the only
time during the week that I can get
away from my six kids," league
bowler Eric Nelson said.
The sport of bowling is one
commonly mocked in movies and
television. This has a lot to do
with the kind of people that bowl-
ing attracts. Looking around Tri-W- ay
Lanes one cannot help but
notice the overrepresentation of
bad haircuts and Megadeth t-sh- irts.
"I think some of these
movies really give bowling a bad
name. People connect bowling
with beer and smoke," Wigger
said as he drank from a bowling
"I think some of these movies realty give
bowling a bad name. People connect
bowling with beer and smoke," Wigger
said as he drank from a bowling pin-shap- ed
beer bottle.
pin-shap- ed beer bottle.
Equipment seems to be a major
issue with the serious bowlen
Aside from the actual ball, there
are several different types of
shoes, as well as wrist equipment
Many bowling purists see the var-
ious wrist equipment as unfair.
"The different wrist braces help
keep your form; all you have do
then is just roll it as hard as you
can," said Nelson. "The shoes
actually enhance a person's bowl-
ing, and people buy shoes that are
suited to their style of play.".
Isn't there just one style of
play? There really can't be that
much strategy to the game if all
you do is throw the ball down
there as hard as you can.
: "Bowling should be an Olympic
sport" was one of the more shock-
ing statements to come from Les
Mann. After all, if ping pong,
badminton and other family
reunion barbecue games are
Olympic sports, it seems as
though bowling has a valid claim.
It is not nearly as ridiculous a
game as curling.
When asked how be thought
Team USA
would fare if
bowling were an
Olympic sport
Bobby Wigger
had a simple
answer: we d
probably kick
ass. I can't imagine all those other
countries bowl nearly as good as
we do." But is this really some-
thing to be proud of?
When asked what their favorite
part about the game was, the
bowlers all had similar answers.
"The people, and the interaction is
what I really, look forward to
every week," Nelson said.
"I just enjoy coming out here
every day and seeing the same
group of guys," Wigger added.
Wilson concluded somewhat
emotionally, "There's nothing like
lacing up your shoes, stepping up
to the line and letting that 16
pound ball go."
WooPE: more than dodgeball
Sarah Trafford
Staff Writer
... If you couldn't get enough of
required PE growing up, you can
now relive your junior high days
in a whole new way by signing
up for one of the many invigorat-
ing gym classes the college pro-
vides every semester.
.
.
.
, . , .
. Physical education has taken on
a whole new meaning , with
Wooster's. unique variety of ath-
letic course options - rfrom.
archery to fencing and back to
scuba. . ; " v ,''."'.-.''''-.-
'
"My sister who attends the col-
lege recommended scuba, as a
great course ... I really liked it
except for the cold water," John
Koehler '02 said. "The first class
we watched videos, and after that
we were able to get into the water
- we dive in a quarry by
Sandusky that's about 40 feet
deep. You have to have four open
water dives before you can
become certified, but onpe you are
certified you are certifieji for life."
' The scuba class runs both half
semester and full semester cours-
es after the certification, if a
student continues with the course
there are more intermediate div-
ing activities, such as night.diving
and using cameras to take. pictures
in the far depths of wajter. f ,
... .. . ...
--
. Iris: '
"It was great, but to be honest
the dive in the quarry was freez-
ing," Koehler said. "I'd like to get
certified in a warmer, nicer place
it was awful when we went to
the quarry because a) there is
nothing to see in the Sandusky
quarry, and b) because it was
. mind numbing cold."
Other potential phys-e- d retreats .
include courses in . jogging,
archery, fencing and raquetball.
Most of the gym classes meet
after 10 in the morning, which
means no groggy early morning
. classes but physical exertion is
guaranteed no matter what time of
1
day.
. .
.
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Next in line for Wooster is
John Carroll. The Scots will
host the Blue Streaks this
Saturday in a dual meet.
' Editors: Erica Barnhill & Ann Raymond Assistant Editor: Ben Mitchell
Woo runners qualify for Nationals in season finale
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Marty Coppola '02.
File Photo
Megan Eberts
Staff Writer
Two Wooster runners qualified
for the next round of NCAA com-
petition last Saturday at the Great
Lakes Regional Cross Country
Championships last Saturday.
Captain Sandy Tecklenburg 01
finished third overall in a time of
18:50, fulfilling her dream of
qualifying for nationals.
Marty Coppola '02 qualified as
well, finishing in 11th with a time
of 26:12. They will run in
Spokane, Washington next
Saturday.
In the team competition, the
- men finished in fourth place over-
all with a score of 193, only ten
points away from garnering a
team berth to Nationals. Besides
Coppola's qualifying time, the
Scots also got support from
Brendan Callahan '03, who ran an
excellent race and finished 18th
, with a time of 26:30. Just 12 sec-
onds later, captain Nick Chiorian
01 crossed the line in 23rd place.
Evan McDaniel '02 and Jared
Rhode '03 finished 70th and 71st,
respectively. Matt Trent '03 fin-
ished in a smooth 115th place.
Gabe Thompson '03", who ended
in 145th place overall, rounded
out the varsity squad for the Scots.
The women had an outstanding
team performance, finishing 10th
out of 28 teams with 309 points. The
balance of the Scot harriers finished
close behind Tecklenburg's quali-
fying performance, most notably
Captain Rachel Dawson '01, who
finished her cross country career
by placing 57th overall with a
time of 20:30. Barbara Patrick
'03 raced into 69th place, fol-
lowed by Karina Colbenson '04
with an 81st place finish. Colleen
Call '04 placed 99th overall, and
Holly Welsh '04 and Lisa Minich
'02 rounded out the Scots' per-
formances with 128th and 149th
place finishes, respectively.
According to Head Coach
Dennis Rice, "Even though they
just missed qualifying for nation-
als, the men ran one of the best
team races in the history of The
College of Wooster."
Rice was also quick to credit the
leadership on the women's side
for the team's success: "The sen-
ior leadership of Rachel Dawson,
Andrea Jorjorian, Angie Skaggs
and Sandy Tecklenburg will make
this season memorable for years
to come," he said.
But Rice pointed out that the
season is not yet over for two of
the Scot runners. "It will be excit-
ing to see Sandy and Marty race
this Saturday at the national meet
in Spokane," he said. "What a
great end to a great season."
File Photo
Sandy Tecklenburg '01.
Football winds up season with win against Hiram
James Allardice
Editor-in-Chi- ef
The careers of 17 Scot seniors
came to a close last Saturday
just as they started, with a win.
The 1997 season started with a
31-1- 0 over Centre four years ago,
and the 2000 season ended
Saturday with a 33-1- 4 win over
lowly Hiram.
Wooster 's offense, which had
been lackluster most of the cam-
paign, closed the season in grand
style, racking up 448 yards en
route to the easy victory.
In his final game as a Scot, .
quarterback Justin Abraham '01
completed 21 of 35 passes for a
career-hig- h 326 yards and four
touchdowns.
After two games on the bench
with a concussion, Abraham
passed for the third-highe- st yards
total in school history and the sec-
ond most touchdowns in school
history: The Scots jumped out to
an early lead .
when Abraham
connected with
Chris Cabot '02
on a 47-ya- rd
touchdown pass,
putting the Scots
up 14-- 0.
The Scots fast-stri- ke
offense
tallied two more
touchdowns in
the first half,
when Abraham
connected with
Adam Zann '03
and Scott Jones
'03 on touch
Men's Basketball
Nov. 17- - 18 Al Van Wie
Rotary Classic
Nov. 25 - 26 at Carnegie . '
Mellon Tourney '
down passes of 19 and 55 yards,
respectively. The Scots went up
27--7 at half and were able to
cruise in the second half after a
Swimming & Diving
Nov. 18 vs. John Carroll
third quarter 40-yar- d touchdown
pass to Cabot.
Abraham ended his career with
3,796 passing yards and 34 touch-
downs, both
s if'! f j r- - - -
File Photo
Drew Fay '03 sacks the Ohio Wesleyan quarterback this falL -
second in
Wooster's
a 1 1 - t i m-- e
record bookv
Cabot also
left a mark
'. on Wooster's
record
books, with
: 49 catches
this season
for 825
yards, put-
ting him sec-
ond behind
the school
record of
Brandon Good '99. Seth Duerr
'01 certainly left his mark on
Wooster's record books, tallying
426 tackles in his career, 59 of
which were for a loss. More
important than Duerr's impressive
numbers, he leaves an irreplace-
able void in the middle of the Scot
defense. For the past four years,
Duerr has been the leader of the
defensive unit
Head coach Mike Schmitz will
also be hard-press- ed to replace
cornerback Seth Mastrine '01,
who set a school record with 18
career interceptions.
Schmitz's first year as head
coach ended with a 6-- 4 record.
The Scots finished in a three-wa- y
tie with Earlham and Ohio
Wesleyan for fourth place in the
NCAC
Women's Basketball
Nov. 17 -- 18 at Mt.St.
V
. Joseph Tourney
Nov. 29 at Ohio Wesleyan
; Tourney
